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How Cool Is This?

BY BROOKE COMER

When you think of winemaking, you may not think of chilling systems.
But winemakers and brewers think about chilling systems—a lot.

A

llen Pinoli Sr. could not possibly know, growing up in Santa Barbara in the early ’50s, that his mechanical acumen and innovative mind would reinvent cooling systems for the Santa Ynez Valley
wine and brewing industry. Of course, that industry did not yet exist. But what Allen Sr. did know
was that whenever he put his heart and mind to a task, he succeeded.
He enjoyed an idyllic childhood in once-rural Isla Vista, where his grandfather, Luigi Pinoli, had moved from
Como, Italy, to build the road where Deveraux School now stands.
Luigi farmed walnuts and beans, and his wife, Virginia, worked for
Edgar Stow’s lemon empire on Rancho La Patera. Back then Goleta
was a citrus capital. Young Allen fished for perch and buttermouth off
the harbor pier and hunted wild pigs in the foothills.

“It was all a vast farmland then,” Allen Sr. recalls. “My dad, Primo, was
born in a barn near where the Isla Vista grammar school stands.” Young
Allen encountered his future career even before he went to Hope School.
Primo, who went to work for McCrostie Brothers Refrigeration right out
of the navy, gave Allen Sr. his introduction to the industry. He also got
exposure to cooling systems from family friends like the Durbianos at
Durbiano Dairy.
Allen Sr. thought hard about his future after he graduated from San Marcos High and went to work for La Cumbre Mutual Water Company. “I
was digging ditches and reading meters—I knew I didn’t want to make
a career out of that,” he recalls. His father, by then working for Fred
Griswold, who’d bought the former McCrostie company, helped his son
get work in refrigeration. And there he found his calling.

Born and raised in rural Isla Vista,
Allen Sr.’s father, Primo Pinoli,
worked as a refrigeration specialist
while serving in the U.S. Navy.

Page opposite:
Behold the beauty of an all-copper chilling system encased by
polished aluminum jacketing!

These days, winery tours in a cutting-edge facility can feel as awesome as a museum exhibit of modern sculpture.
www.insidesyv.com
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This Pinoli custom-built installation at Spear Winery is a visual
marvel. Several hundred feet of
piping move glycol-infused water
throughout multiple levels of the
winery. Permanently tethered to
the solid cement floor, the system connects to an underground
room below.
In the 1940s, Christina Pinoli, Allen Sr.’s mother, watered crops on the
family farm with this tank mounted on a truck. Their farm was located
on rural Wye Road at the bottom of San Marcos Pass in Santa Barbara.
Primo built the water truck to serve the farm but rented it out to U.S.
Forest Service when there was a fire—smaller fires in those days.
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PINOLI—continued

“Every day it was some something new, a different
problem to solve,” says Allen Sr., who worked for
Griswold from 1965 to 1974. “I loved that aspect of
the work—I love a new challenge!”
He credits his instinct for mechanical know-how to
Primo, “who was a genius,” so well-respected in the
refrigeration business that he was called in by the
Safeway chain from all over the country when one
of their cooling systems broke down.
Allen Sr. was soon in high demand, too. The Sambo’s chain offered him their entire account, so he

went solo in 1974, soon taking on Foremost Dairy
and Jordano’s.
“Before I knew it, I had 13 people working for me
and more work than we could handle,” he remembers. The influx of work brought opportunity, including the chance to move his family from Santa
Barbara to the Santa Ynez Valley.
The rural acreage where he’d grown up had become
suburban, and the Santa Ynez Valley offered Allen
Sr. a chance to recover the pastoral lifestyle he loved
so much. His four children—Stacy, Sally, Shelly,
and Allen Jr.—adapted happily.
“We had a horse, chickens, the kids were in 4-H,
everybody loved it,” Pinoli recalls. He drove over
the San Marcos Pass to serve his Santa Barbara clients, but his family life was lived in the Valley. He
golfed at the Alisal, coached Youth Football League,
and joined the Elks. A world-champion colombaire
shooter, Allen Sr. kept his trigger finger sharp in the
local hunting grounds.

Running back Austin Vreeland, left, with Allen Pinoli
Jr. Pinoli was the varsity running backs coach for the
SYVUHS Pirates in 2015. He played on the team
himself in high school and won the coveted Athlete
of the Year Award from the Santa Barbara County
Athletic Roundtable, the only football player from
SYVUHS to do so.

Refrigeration alone could have been Allen Sr.’s
mainstay—he bought out his friend Billy Shalhoob’s
refrigeration company in 1982. In 1994, he helped
El Rancho owner Alfred Holzheu escape disaster
when the store’s cooling system broke down. But the
Valley was changing and Pinoli’s business changed
with it.

CONTRIBUTED PHOTOS

The Pinoli children dove right in to life in the Valley. Stacy’s organizational skills were already in place: her
well-trained lamb, Jubilee, assumed the perfect stance at Nojoqui 4-H Exhibit Day in 1982, winning the
Showmanship Award. Later that year Stacy won First in Class with Jubilee at the Santa Barbara County Fair.
Right, horses are always a part of growing up in the country: Stacy at the reins with Shelly, Allen Jr., and
Sally up top.
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Wineries began to replace horse farms along Refugio and other local roads, and Allen Sr. needed no
introduction to the wine business; he was already
ensconced in the up-and-coming industry.
Primo Pinoli had worked closely with Pierre Lafond
at his Mesa Liquor store in the 1960s, and he and his
son were insiders among Valley grape growers even
before the area became a known wine region.
“We tended to service smaller wineries then,” Allen
Sr. recalls. “It was nothing like the level of what we
do now.”
“Some of the smaller wineries don’t have chillers,”
Allen Sr. notes. “They crush and put it in a cellar
to cool it, like my grandfather Luigi did. But the
real way to do it is to put it in a tank.” As
the wine-making process relied more and
more on low, consistent temperatures, Allen
Sr. was increasingly in demand to provide
cooling systems.

Brander commissioned a state-of-the-art chiller, as
have most major wineries in the Valley.
In the five years from 2005 to 2010, the wine-making process evolved so much that glycol chillers had
replaced cellars. Propylene glycol mixed with water
functions as an antifreeze and keeps the circulating
water—which normally freezes at 32 degrees—
down at the temperature range of 25 to 27 degrees
that wineries today require.
The Pinoli family phased away from residential work
and began to move toward large commercial clients,
which were not hard to come by. These days they
design, build, and install complete winery cooling
systems, from the piping to 80-ton glycol chillers.

He designed his first chiller for Lafond
Winery in 1977. “When we built that first
chiller on Santa Rosa Road,” Allen Sr. recalls, “we put in direct-expansion refrigeration and hooked up to tanks in order to last
through harvest. It lasted 13 years.”
Brander Vineyards got their first makeshift
chiller from Pinoli in 1994. “We built it
from an old milk tank with copper coils that
had been in use for 30 years—like an ice
block,” Allen Sr. remembers. In 2017, Fred
CONTRIBUTED PHOTOS

As the winemaking and brewing industries
have rapidly changed and grown, Pinoli’s
has kept pace to provide better chilling
technology, much of it, like these specialized control panels, manufactured under
their own name.

Allen Sr. with a wall of 2100-gallon cooling tanks at Grassini
Winery.
www.insidesyv.com
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PINOLI—continued

This new phase puts the family business in a new
league, with new pressure—not to find clients, but to
meet the heavy demand for custom chillers.
Allen Sr. is lucky to have the creative prowess of Allen Jr. who carries on the family legacy of mechanical know-how combined with an artistic sensibility.
Allen Jr.’s wife, Cammy, brings a wealth of marketing experience. Daughter Stacy Pinoli Ames is the
company’s controller. Her organizational skills are
legendary in the Valley.
Despite Allen Jr.’s temporary forays into other lines
of business—Garage Envy, a custom design company for garages, and Primo Design, a vinyl graphics
company known for logos and signs—he returned to
help take the family business into the future.
His mechanical savvy is as strong as his father’s, and
his artistic sense ensures that the chillers he designs
are appropriate to their unique environments; they
are spectacular works of art in their own right. “It’s a
win-win,” says Allen Sr. There’s no doubt that Allen
and Stacy make a strong team; she keeps the business on a solid foundation.
No one knows the value of a solid foundation like
Allen Sr., who learned this lesson from his father. “When I was young, dad always told me the

importance of a base—when they built the Eiffel
Tower, they started with a solid, strong base.”
The appointment of Allen Pinoli Jr. as project manager in 2010 became a significant turning point for
the burgeoning mechanical construction business.
Allen Jr., who grew up in the Valley, was a childhood
friend of Jaime Dietenhofer, co-founder of Figueroa
Mountain Brewing Company. Dietenhofer reached
out to Allen and his team in 2010 when they were
building the Fig’s brewing facility.
“His team has been able to grow and expand along
with us and has provided unbelievable service and
professionalism. We are lucky to have them as we
continue to grow our business,” Jaime said.
Allen Jr. recalls how common sense and experience
in refrigeration problems helped the Pinoli team
save the day for Sanford Winery: “We got a call
from Augie Rodriguez, when a big 80-ton chiller
wouldn’t work—they kept tripping the breaker, but
it would start and stop. The other cooling company
they called couldn’t fix it.” Team Pinoli, always true
to family philosophy, went down to the foundation,
unhooked the coil, and found out it was shorted.

CONNIE CODY PHOTO

Sanford is not alone. Most local wineries of note,
including rising stars Vincent, Crown Point, and
Grassini, have Pinoli-architected
chillers. Brewer Clifton Winery is
still using the Pinoli-crafted chiller delivered in 1998.
Pinoli Refrigeration became
Pinoli Mechanical Contracting in
2016, reflecting the changes in
the industry and in the company’s
focus.
Future plans include a steady
growth into the wine business.

Allen Jr. works inside the frame of a 25-ton chiller being fabricated by
Pinoli’s. When completed, the length will be twice what’s shown here,
and one more Valley winery will be assured of state-of-the-art chilling.
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“We serve the Central Coast 247,” says Stacy, who adds that the
goal of the family business is to
sell statewide and nationwide, to
wineries as well as to distilleries
and breweries, although “We
wouldn’t necessarily provide service and installation for out-ofarea clients.”
The demand for Pinoli-crafted

CONNIE CODY PHOTOS

The Pinoli clan gathers for pizzas on the backyard patio of Allen Jr. and his wife, Cammy. Allen Jr. built the
outdoor room and included a pizza oven in the design; it gets a good workout.

chillers is strong enough to draw a national market
base, but the family business must restructure to
accommodate state and country-wide distribution.
“We’re working on that,” says Allen Sr. He and
his team have innovated the cooling industry for a
diverse clientele. “But chillers have become their
own entity.”
And chillers, no doubt, will take Pinoli Mechanical Contracting into a new frontier.
But the secret of the family business’s success
goes beyond keeping pace with developing engineering technology. Greg Brewer of Brewer Clifton Winery met Allen Sr. in 1991 when he was just
starting out.
“I was only 21 when I met Allen Sr., and I remember how gracious, open-minded, and creative he
was. He listened—really listened, he wasn’t just
going through the motions. There is a profound
kindness and sensitivity that the whole family
embodies.”
www.insidesyv.com
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As the business’s controller, Stacy Pinoli Ames is
the “strong foundation” (one of Allen Sr.’s favorite
expressions) that keeps the family enterprise running on a solid financial basis.
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